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Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to inform Committee of a paper received from 
Communities Scotland, entitled "Private Sector Housing Grant (PSHG) - 
Discussion Paper for Future Arrangements". 

Background 

Since 2003-04, most of the council's Non-HRA Housing Capital Programme 
has been funded by direct grant from the Scottish Executive (Private Sector 
Housing Grant) rather than by borrowing. Increased allocations of PSHG in 
2004/05 and 2005/06 have enabled us to further develop our investment in 
private housing stock in North Lanarkshire in response to the changes 
introduced by the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001. 

Proposals for amendments to the way in which Communities Scotland 
distributes PSHG from 2006/07 onwards have been intimated to local 
authorities in a letter received on 6 September 2005 which enclosed a 
Discussion Paper for Future Arrangements. This is attached as Appendix 1 to 
this report. 

Under the proposed methodology, which is weighted to reflect the proportion 
of pre-I 91 9 properties within an authority, the council would see a reduction in 
PSHG from f3.359M in 2005/06 to around f2.477M in 2006107. (These 
figures exclude the Scottish Executive's contributions to the Ainslie/Maclehose 
project and Care and Repair support). The Committee will recall that the 
PSHG allocation for 2004/05 and 2005/06 was significantly higher than the 
'indicative' allocation, following the submission of a robust bid that outlined the 
investment requirements of the area. It is therefore of concern that it is 
proposed to revert to the original allocation methodology and the council's 
dissatisfaction with this approach is outlined in the response that was sent to 
Communities Scotland, which is attached at Appendix 2. 

In the event that income from PSHG in 2006/07 and 2007108 is less currently 
budgeted for, it would be open to the council to consider additional funding 
from its own resources to meet the shortfall, in order to maintain the planned 
programme of investment of f3.9M per annum. Up until now, such 
enhancement has been funded from the Composite Services Capital 
Program me. 
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The opportunity to do this in future will, however, be affected by advice that 
has just been received from Audit Scotland in the course of their audit of the 
councills Annual Accounts 2004/05. The background to this is the issue over 
whether the council’s expenditure in the Non-HRA Housing Capital 
Programme falls within the definition of “capital expenditure” in CIPFA’s 
guidance on “Capital Expenditure and the New Prudential Framework’. The 
council’s treatment of the Non-HRA programme as “Non-En hancing 
Expenditure” was deemed acceptable, as the majority of the programme is 
funded by direct capital grant provided by the Scottish Executive (PSHG). 

However, during their audit of the Annual Accounts 2004/05, Audit Scotland 
advised that the Council should not record any expenditure in this area as of a 
capital nature. This is irrespective of how the Scottish Executive chooses to 
budget its grant as “capital” or otherwise. Both expenditure and income 
should be treated as revenue. Hence, any level of expenditure which exceeds 
the level of Private Sector Housing Grant will be a charge to the revenue 
account “bottom line” with a corresponding reduction in our planned capital 
expenditure levels. 

This change in accounting treatment for “Non-Enhancing Expenditure” will 
have a detrimental impact on the Council’s financial position. Any increase in 
investment in the Non-HRA Programme above the PSHG will now require to 
be met from bottom line revenue budget in the year in which it is incurred, 
rather than included in the capital programme for which borrowing can be 
employed. 

The levels of investment approved for the Non-HRA programme in 2005/06 to 
2007/08 should be manageable at the forecast PSHG levels. However, any 
reduction in PSHG may result in a reduction in Non-HRA investment. From 
2008/09, any decision to increase Non-HRA investment will be dependent on 
the level of resources available within the Council. 

Confirmation has just been received, though a letter dated 20 October 2005 
from Communities Scotland, that Ministers have agreed the distribution 
process for Private Sector Housing Grant as detailed in the Discussion Paper 
previously circulated. The council is invited to submit its detailed spending 
proposals to Communities Scotland by 30 November 2005. 

Co rpo ra te considerations 

The Director of Finance concurs with the financial information contained in this 
report. 

Recommendations 

It is recommended that 

a) Committee note the Discussion Paper for Future Arrangements and the 
response sent on the council’s behalf, 

b) Committee note the potential impact of a change to funding the Non- 
HRA Housing Programme from revenue rather than capital resources, 



c) Committee authorise officers to discuss the 2006107 and 2007108 
programme with Communities Scotland and submit a bid for Private 
Sector Housing Grant by 30 November 2005, 

d) Committee note that a further report will be presented once the final 
PSHG allocations for 2006107 and 2007108 are confirmed, 

e) This report be remitted to the Policy and Resources Committee for 
information. 

5. Background information 

5.1 Background information is available in the Housing and Property Services 
Department 

Thomas McKenzie 
Director of Housing & Property Services 
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Dear Colleague 
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and regeneration 
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, .  

Private Sector Housing Grant (PSHG) - Discussion Paper for Future 
Arrangements 

Background 

1. The Private Sector Housing Grant was introduced in 2002 to replace borrowing 
consent. In its interim year, 2003-04, a Working Group met to discuss the 
arrangements for the allocation and delivery of the PSHG in 2004-05 and 2005-06. 
At that time, the Working Group decided that it would be prudent to review the PSHG 
arrangements after the first full year, to assess the new arrangements and improve the 
delivery where necessary. 

2. The Working Group, chaired by Communities Scotland and consisting of 
representatives from: CoSLA; the Scottish Executive; Glasgow City Council; the 
Chartered Institute of Housing; and the Scottish Federation of Housing Associations, 
reconvened on 16 August. 

3. At that meeting, a proposal was tabled to improve the current allocation and 
delivery methodology on the PSHG programme. The proposal, enclosed with this 
letter, outlines some key changes to the way the PSHG is administered, a summary of 
which can be found at points 5-8 below. 

Investment Department 
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4. The Working Group unanimously agreed that the proposals were positive and 
should be subject to a limited and short tem consultation given the background and 
expertise on this programme. We now seek your views. 

Proposal Summary 

5 .  Principally, the discussion paper proposes to improve the current PSHG 
allocation methodology. The baseline element, based on previous 5 year non- 
HRA/PSHG expenditure would remain the same. However, it is proposed that the 
current ‘bid’ element of the PSHG allocation is removed and replace it with an 
‘assessed top-up’ element. The assessed top up element would be allocated based on 
a formula that calculates the greatest need based on variables such as local authority 
size and number of pre 1919 properties. The proposal recommends a slightly greater 
weighting be given to the assessed top up element than was given to the previous bid 
element, and so the illustrative fidures are based on a 70130 baseline/assessed top up 
split (against an overall budget of E65m). 

6 .  It is also proposed that the initial allocation is made on a Resource Planning 
Assumption (RPA) basis. Under this system, your authority will receive an RPA, and 
will be asked to submit expenditure proposals based on the RPA and the RPA &10%. 
The submissions for each project will then be evaluated by Communities Scotland’s 
Area Teams. Authorities who submit strong project proposals may be awarded up to 
+10% of their original RPA, resources permitting. 

7. Once the RPA’s have been evaluated, Communities Scotland’s Area Teams will 
submit their recommendations to the Investment Division. Once all the W A ’ s  have 
been confirmed offers of grant, based on the recommendations of the Area Teams, 
will be sent to authorities. 

8. The Area Teams will monitor progress on the PSHG, reporting to the 
Investment Division who will collate a national overview. It is hoped that the forms 
detailed in the proposal will enable easier reporting and Programme monitoring. 

Next Steps 

9. You are invited to read the Discussion Paper that contains the full proposal for 
the future allocation and delivery of the PSHG, and provide any comments or queries 
that you may have to Ian Hathaway preferably via email at: 
Ian.Hathaway~scotland.nsi.,gov.uk or mailed to: Investment and Performance 
Division, 4th Floor, Thistle House, 91 Haymarket Terrace, Edinburgh 
EH12 5HE. 
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I .  . 
10. The final PSHG allocations for 2006-07 are due to be announced by the end of 
January 2006. Therefore, in order to keep a tight timescale, the deadline for receipt of 
comments or queries is 25 September 2005. Any comments received after this time 
will not be considered. Comments will be summarised and discussed at the next 
meeting of the PSHG Working Group, due to meet on 27 September. 

Yours Faithfully, 

FRANK DUFFY 
PROGRAMME MANAGER 
(enc .) \ 

PSHG Discussion Paper Letter. August 2004 3 
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PRIVATE SECTOR HOUSING GRANT (PSHG) 

ALLOCATION AND DELIVERY PROPOSAL 2006-2008 - DISCUSSION PAPER 

Purpose 

1. This paper sets out a proposed re-evaluation of the PSHG and its delivery, further to 
the current delivery method as agreed by the Working Group in October 2003. At that time 
the Working Group advised that the ‘structured allocation’ approach would be reviewed for 
the following years - possibly moving to an approach linked more closely to Local Housing 
Strategies (LHS). 

Background 

2. The introduction of PSHG was announced on 7th November 2002. For 2003-04 it was 
established on a transitional basis as an alternative to borrowing consent. From 2004-2005 
the intention was that it should be allocated in a process which took into account national and 
local strategic priorities for investment in private sector housing. For 2004-06, in the absence 
of robust data to support a formulaic approach reflecting need, a two strand approach was 
agreed comprising a baseline and bid element. The objective was to recognise local authority 
and national priorities. A summary of the arrangements is set out below: 

0 To protect authorities that had maintained proportionately high expenditure levels prior to 
the introduction of PSHG, the baseline element is based on historical levels of 
expenditure on private sector housing (using the 5 year average to 2002-03). The baseline 
element comprised 80% of the overall resource. 

0 The bid element, issued initially as a guideline figure was calculated on a formula 
reflecting the size of the authority’s pre-1919 housing stock adjusted for the level of local 
incomes. The bid element comprised 20% of the overall resource. 

0 For planning purposes forward commitment levels in 2004-05 were set at 100% reducing 
to 50% in 2005-06 given that the Spending Review outcomehudgets were not known 
beyond 2005-06. 

3. The Programme has been largely managed from the centre - Communities Scotland 
(CS) Investment Division issued grant offers; provided advice to Area Offices on eligibility 
issues and virement within programme; and managed virement at a national level. 

Strategic Context 

4. The introduction of PSHG was an opportunity for the Scottish Executive to increase 
the funding and activity for assistance in the private sector and to influence the type of 
activity being undertaken. Local authorities have responded extremely well, putting a 
substantial amount of work into submitting bids and into delivering on their programmes, and 
collectively are managing to deliver on a programme which is some 50% greater than two 
years ago. 

5. In the period covered by this review, PSHG will support strategic developments in the 
Executive’s approach to the private sector, largely embodied in the current Housing 
(Scotland) Bill. The ‘scheme of assistance’ approach will give local authorities greater 
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flexibility and powers to remove the financial and practical barriers that prevent some people 
repairing or improving their houses. Greater regulation of the private rented sector, 
accompanied by closer engagement, will help ensue that this is a sound, well managed sector 
making its contribution to meeting housing need. 

‘ 

6. It is important that the Executive should understand how this agenda is being taken 
forward locally, to inform the national picture and the further development of policy. Ideally, 
the management processes for PSHG should help this with information on local outcomes 
and also give useful feedback to local authorities. 

Proposed New Allocation Arrangements 

Principles 

7. We have considered whether there is sufficient robust and accepted data at individual 
local authority (LA) level to allow a \wholly ‘needs based’ approach to resource allocation. 
For the same reasons as previously, we\have concluded this is not feasible at present. 

We propose that allocations for 2006-07 and 2007-08 are based on the following principles: 

The ‘assessed top-up’ element of the current allocation methodology i.e. pre 1919 stock 
adjusted for local incomes is given slightly greater weighting. 
Historic expenditure levels are rolled forward to cover 5 yrs up to 2004-05 and are given 
slightly lesser weighting. 
Resource Planning Assumptions (RPA) will be set for each LA based on the criteria set 
above. LA’s will submit proposals for PSHG funding based on these RPA &10%. 
Local assessment of each authority’s proposals in terms of alignment with the LHS, fit 
with Ministerial priorities and deliverability is carried out by CS Area Offices and taken 
into account in recommended allocations 
The use to which all PSHG funding is intended to be put, and the anticipated outputs, is 
taken into account by Ministers and considered against national priorities. 
Funding for Gypsy/Travellers Sites will be bid for and assessed with the same timescale 
as main PSHG bids, but funded from separate resources and approved centrally by 
DD/CS. Grant approvals, drawdowns and in-year monitoring will be part of the overall 
PSHG procedures. 

Illustrative Allocations 

Illustrative allocation figures, based on a total budget of &65m split between 70% ‘Baseline’ 
and 30% ‘Assessed Top Up’ can be found at Annex A. 

Proposed Arrangements 

8. 
submit proposals for prioritising PSHG funding based on 3 funding levels: 

CS will issue RPAs (2006-07 and 2007-08) to each local authority, and ask LA’s to 

Resource Planning Assumptions 
Resource Planning Assumptions - 10% 
Resource Planning Assumptions +10% 

Proposals for Gypsy/Traveller site funding will be additional. 

CS/SE/COSLA Working Group - PSHG Discussion Paper 08.2005 2 
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Proposals will include: 

0 Statement of proposed priorities, demonstrating linkage to LHS and other relevant 
strategies, contribution to Ministerial priorities, partner contributions, innovative 
approaches and relevant residentlstakeholder consultation 
Summary of proposed expenditure by key categories (see paragraph 6 below) 
Summary of planned outputs (in most cases this will be improved/repaired/adapted 
homes) by key categories 

0 

0 

9. Key categories of expenditure (and, where relevant, output) are proposed as attached 
in the proformas at Annexes B and C. These are intended to be discrete (so any planned 
expenditure would fit in one category only) and to be relevant to Ministerial objectives and 
interests. 

The proforma at Annex B sets out tve proposed key categories, together with explanatory 
notes and definitions. This proforma will be used to provide the summaries of planned 
expenditure and output. 

10. CS Area Offices will carry out the initial assessment of LA proposals and discuss any 
queriedconcerns with the LA. The Area Office will then recommend to CS Investment 
Division: 

0 That the allocation be based on the RPA issued, where linkage to the LHS, fit in 
Ministerial priorities and deliverability are considered acceptable. 

Or 

0 That the allocation be restricted (down to RPA -10%) where linkage to the LHS/fit in 
Ministerial priorities andor  deliverability are not clearly demonstrated. 

Or 

0 That, subject to resources being available, an additional allocation of up to RPA +10% is 
made where the proposal is particularly strategic/innovative. 

11. Proposals for use of the balance of the E3m Gypsy/Travellers Site fund announced by 
the Minister for 2005-06 to 2007-08 will assessed separately, in parallel with this assessment. 

12. 
final allocation for 2006-07 and 2007-08. 

CS Investment Division will submit recommendations to Ministers for approval of 

13. Following Ministerial Approval, CS Area Offices will issue grant offers which will 
confirm funding levels, planned categories of expenditure and outputs, draw down conditions 
(including firm deadlines for quarterly grant claims) and quarterly monitoring arrangements 
(see proforma at Annex C), and any other conditions set by Ministers. Allowed carry forward 
for 2008-09 will also be confirmed (in the previous round, carry forward to Year 3 was 
limited to 50%). 
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Next Steps 

14. Feedback on the proposals outlined above is invited by 25 September 2005. 
Feedback should be sent to CS Investment for discussion at the Second Working Group 
meeting (27 September 2005). 

Communities Scotland 
August 2005 
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Annex A 

Proposed Allocation Methodology - Illustrative Allocation Figures 

Annex A 

Based on indicative PSHG budget of E65m. 
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Annex B 

LOCAL AUTHORITY NAME: 
LOCAL AUTHORITY CONTACT: 

CONTACT NUMBER: 
PSHG ALLOCATION 2006-07 
GTS ALLOCATION 2006-07 

Annex B 

CS PSHG Proposed “Expenditure Proposal” Form 

PRIVATE SECTOR HOUSING GRANT - EXPENDITURE PROPOSALS 2006-2007 

f3,500,000 
f 500,000 

AdministrationlBusiness Improvement’ 
(specify) 

Care and Repair Support 
Other Running Costs’ 

GypsylTravellers Sites 

CSISEICOSLA Working Group - PSHG Discussion Paper 08.2005 -Annex B 



CS PSHG “Expenditure Proposal” Form Notes 
Annex B 

PRIVATE SECTOR HOUSING GRANT - EXPENDITURE PROPOSALS 2006-2007 

NOTES: 

1. Insert target Outputs against category. For avoidance of doubt, targets and actual outputs should be quantifiable 
2. This category includes spend on works to improve the environment or amenities of a predominantly residential area. 
3. Includes provision of serviced sites and ground consolidation works. This category covers all works to improve land or provide 
infrastructure to enable or facilitate its disposal for the development of housing. 
4. This category includes any grants, loans or other assistance (under powers other than improvement and repair grants) to enable 
individuals to ensure they have warm, safe, affordable housing suitable for the needs of their household in the private sector. This 
category may be more relevant in future years as Housing Bill proposals for a scheme of assistance are implemented. Development work 

5. Includes demolition and associated costs, CPOs and buy-backs. Outputs here may include number of BTS houses demolished or area 
of land cleared for new housing. 
6. Include here any business improvement outputs attributable to spend on staffing and administration. For example : ‘x number of grant 
processing staff employed to achieve improvement in grants turnaround time’ or ‘funding for x number of OT staff to increase throughput of 
assessment of disabled applications.’ 
7. Include here activities/ initiatives not covered elsewhere. Outputs for strategy/development may include evidence gathered from local 
research and survey work to facilitate future planning etc. 

on loans etc should be attributed to Strategy/Development of Services. ,- 

CS/SE/COSLA Working Group - PSHG Discussion Paper 08.2005 -Annex B 



Annex C : 

Q1 

EXP. (fM) OUTPUTS 

Annex C 
CS PSHG Proposed “Quarterly Monitoring” Form 

TOTALS - CUMULATIVE Q2 Q3 9 4  
EXP. (fM) OUTPUTS EXP. (fM) OUTPUTS EXP. (fM) OUTPUTS EXP. (fM) OUTPUTS EXP. (fM) Project 

Improvement + Repair Grants 

Below Tolerable Standard Housing 

Disabled Adaptations 

OUTPUTS 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 
AdministrationlBusiness 
Improvement6 

Care and Repair Support 

Other Running Costs’ 

(specify) 

(specify) 

TOTAL RUNNING COSTS 

OVERALL PSHG TOTAL 

Gypsy/Travellers Sites 

EXP. (fM) Project 

Improvement + Repair Grants 

Below Tolerable Standard Housing 

Disabled Adaptations 

~ 

OUT-TURN MONITORING 2006-2007 

OUTPUTS 

I I I I 0 0 
I I I I I I I I 0  I 0  

I I I I 0 0 
I I I 
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c Appendix 2 
Our Ref: TMcWIMcM/AMcS 
Your Ref: 
Contact: lan McMillan 
Tel: 01236812584 
Fax: 01236 812355 
E-mail: 
Date: 21 September 2005 

housing &pro perty@north lan .gov. u k 

lan Hathaway 
Communities Scotland 
Investment and Performance Division 
4‘h Floor 
Thistle House 
91 Haymarket Terrace 
EDINBURGH 
EH12 5HE 

H o u s i n g & ~ s e r v i c e s  
Thomas McKenzie, Director 
Municipal Buildings 
Kildonan Street 
Coatbridge, ML5 3NG 
www,northlan.gov.uk 

Dear Mr Hathaway 

Private Sector Housing Grant 
Discussion Paper for Future Arrangements 

I refer to Frank Duffy’s recent letter and to the Allocation and Delivery Proposal 2006-2008 
Discussion Paper. I am grateful for the opportunity to respond to the proposals and would 
offer the following comments on behalf of my council. 

It is disappointing to note that the allocation methodology has not improved significantly on 
that set out originally for 2004105 and 2005/06, indeed it is less satisfactory in some 
respects. The limitation of actual allocations to plus/minus 10% of the Resource Planning 
Assumption suggests a lack of flexibility in the approach and clearly favours those 
authorities that benefit most from the allocation methodology. There is no direct link to 
local authorities’ Local Housing Strategies and there is no opportunity for Communities 
Scotland to consider bids for innovative projects or projects that address specific local 
circumstances. While it is recognised that it is difficult to gather adequate data to allow a 
wholly “needs-based” approach, there appears little cognisance of “needs” at all. 

More emphasis should be placed on total investment in 2004/05 and the current year 
(2005/06), in which allocations were based on the PSHG bids prepared and approved in 
early 2004. The indicative baseline for North Lanarkshire in the proposed methodology is 
very disappointing - only f2.017M which is a minor increase on the previous two year’s 
baseline of f 1.981 M. This is despite the fact that our total investment in private housing 
nearly doubled from an annual average of f2.4M in 1999-2004 to f4.56M in 2004-2006, 
including council resources. 

However of much greater concern is the proposed reduction of over 30% in the total 
indicative allocation for 2006/07 in comparison to previous years. The final grant award for 
2004/05 was f3.778M or 5.4% of the national fund of f70MI while the current award for 
2005/06 is f3.871M or 5.4% of the national fund of f72M. Clearly the indicative award of 
only f2.477M for 2006107 from a total fund of f65M represents a substantial decrease 
both in absolute and relative terms ie. a reduction in actual grant by f 1.394M from 
2005/06 and only 3.8% of the total fund. 



Further detail on the formula for the assessed top-up element would be helpful, but it 
appears that the proposed emphasis on pre-I 91 9 stock will continue to skew allocations 
away from current national priorities. In North Lanarkshire, as in many parts of Scotland, 
the pre-1919 stock has been in private ownership for a very long time and has had 
opportunity for grant-aided investment by owners for many years. Most stock remaining 
from that period is solid in construction and is of relatively high value. Only a small 
proportion of this stock fails the Tolerable Standard. It is therefore not clear why so much 
weight has been give to this indicator. 

The report indicates that an adjustment is made to reflect local incomes. It would be 
helpful to have more information on how this has been calculated as there seems to be 
very little recognition of the relatively low income or lower house values within areas like 
North Lanarkshire, where on average grant levels are 78%. 

In North Lanarkshire current priorities are increasingly focussed on facilitating investment 
programmes and on assisting vulnerable owners. (93% of the council’s grant expenditure 
this year is on this basis). All local authorities and RSLs require to meet the Scottish 
Housing Quality Standard in their own stock by 201 5, and this is also the aspirational 
standard for our private housing stock. With a high proportion of former local authority 
and Development Corporation stock being sold, there is a requirement to engage owner- 
occupiers to achieve necessary repairs and improvements in mixed-tenure areas. Local 
authorities’ tools to achieve this remain limited, particularly where most of the owners are 
elderly and/or on low incomes. Our previous PSHG bid outlined the particular investment 
requirements of the former Development Corporation stock in Cumbernauld that was 
transferred to Cumbernauld Housing Partnership. Unlike other, more recent, stock 
transfers no additional funding was provided to provide grant assistance to owners to 
undertake essential communal repairs. This is a particular issue in Cumbernauld where a 
high proportion of the flatted properties, including towers, have been sold. We were 
pleased that this issue appeared to be recognised when we received an allocation of 
f 1.3m over the original ‘bid’ allocation. 

If the PSHG funding is reduced to the level suggested we will be unable to provide the 
necessary funding to support essential common repairs within our own or RSL stock to 
meet the SHQS, or continue to fund adaptations for disabled people; support elderly and 
disabled home owners through the local Care & Repair project, or address fuel poverty 
and energy efficiency. All these priorities are more likely to involve post 191 9 stock rather 
than pre1919 stock in North Lanarkshire. 

A reduction in the PSHG funding from f3.9M in 2005/06 to f2.5M in 2006/07 would have 
a major impact on the council’s ability to sustain priority programmes which are addressing 
housing need in this area in pursuit of our LHS objectives. The suggested cut in our share 
of PSHG, by 30% from 2005/06 to 2006/07, is a matter of the utmost concern to the 
council. I look forward to receiving your response to the issues raised in this letter and if it 
would be helpful I would be happy to arrange a meeting to discuss the matter in more 
detail. 

Yours sincerely 

Thomas McKenzie 
Director of Housing & Property Services 


